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The Carbon Capture MulBdisciplinary SimulaBon Center (CCMSC) exists to demonstrate posiBve
societal impact of extreme compuBng by acceleraBng deployment of low-cost, low-carbon
energy soluBon for power generaBon:
Advanced Ultra Super CriBcal (AUSC) Oxy-coal
Technology. The overall strategy includes collaboraBon with industrial partners and
interdisciplinary focus on development of technology.
Three teams contribute to the
overarching predicBve design: the computer science team, the physics team and the validaBon/
UQ team. The center is partnered with General Electric Power.
Outreach and Educa-on
The V/UQ faculty of the University of Utah and the University of California-Berkeley taught V/
UQ course for the second Bme in the fall of 2016. The course is targeted for graduate students
and computer simulaBon and engineering pracBBoners. Last year the students enrolled in the
course were mostly students from our PSAAP center. While this year, the majority of the
students were from other disciplines and research acBviBes. There were a large number of
students from nuclear engineering research areas. This parBcipaBon broadened the applicaBons
used as examples throughout the semester.
The course, enBtled “Modeling/ValidaBon UQ,” covered (1) IntroducBon and MoBvaBon for V/
UQ, (2) Semi-Deﬁnite Programming, (3) Surrogate Modeling, (4) Experimental Uncertainty, (5)
Dimensionality ReducBon, (6) Kennedy O’Hagen Analysis, (7) MCMC Sampling, (8) Bounds-toBounds Analysis and (9) PracBcal Workﬂow. Lessons learned in this ﬁrst course were addressed
in designs for the fall 2016 course.
Next year, the course will not follow the academic calendar, rather a new approach will be
implemented to reach a broader and more technically diverse audience. A Modeling ValidaBon
through Uncertainty QuanBﬁcaBon Short Course will be held in Park City, Utah in February
2018. The intensive short course is being adverBsed to naBonal lab personnel and all of the
PSAAP II centers. University students will be invited to parBcipate as well. We hope to address
a technically diverse audience on an applicaBon level, thus bringing our research developments
and understanding to a wide audience.
Key meeBngs and conferences akended by members of CCMSC include: CombusBon InsBtute
(Western States SecBon) MeeBng, Clearwater Coal Conference, WEST Workshops, PSAAP IPDPS
MeeBng in Chicago, GPU 2016 Conference, RadiaBon Deep Dive Workshop (hosted by Texas

A&M University) and MulBphase Flow Deep Dive (hosted by University of Florida), American
Flame Research Commikee Conference, Kokkos Technical Review that was held in Albuquerque,
IEEE VIS Conference, and SIAM CSE Conference.
To facilitate more integraBon with CCMSC, and aner group deliberaBon of communicaBon tools
available, a core subset of the Center has adopted #Slack as a team communicaBon and
collaboraBon tool. As technical problems are discussed and progress is made between
individuals on a more ﬁne-grain scale, #Slack has allowed others in the Center to be made
aware of both the issues and accomplishments. It has parBcularly helped the remote
collaboraBons. CoordinaBon with collaborators at BYU has been quite acBve, with as-needed
discussions between campuses occurring nearly weekly. The collaboraBon with UC-Berkeley, in
parBcular, has been Bghtened by the use of #Slack.
Four University of Utah graduate students completed internships during year-three: namely, Teri
Draper (1/23 – 4/16/16) with Scok Skeen at Sandia NaBonal Lab – Livermore; Oscar Diaz-Ibarra
(2/13 – 4/23/16) with Chris Shaddix at Sandia NaBonal Lab – Livermore; John Holmen (5/16 –
8/12/16) with Jonathan Hu and Ray Tuminaro at Sandia NaBonal Lab - Livermore; and Joshua
McConnell (8/22 – 10/8/16) with Stefan Domino and Paul Krosier at Sandia NaBonal Lab –
Albuquerque. AddiBonally, Alex Josephson (BYU) completed his internship at Los Alamos
NaBonal Lab with Rodman Linn.
Professor Tom Fletcher made a research visit to Sandia NaBonal Laboratory in Albuquerque to
discuss ﬁre research with Alex Brown during August 2016. He also visited Joel Kress, Troy
Holland (student) and Rod Linn at Los Alamos. Professor Lignell has planned a research visit with
John Hewson at Sandia NaBonal Lab and Rod Linn at Los Alamos in July 2017.
Computer Science:
RunBme System and Infrastructure and I/O
The RunBme System and Infrastructure eﬀorts for year 3 were focused on integraBng Kokkos
and demonstraBng scaling through by using the computaBonal resources provided by a new
large INCITE Award.
The major accomplishments of this year is the development within the Uintah infrastructure for
its asynchronous, many-task runBme system to eﬃciently handle globally coupled problems
involving radiaBon.
The iniBal and principal improvement regarding development within Uintah has been the
adopBon of the C++11 standard, upon which nearly all other infrastructure improvements have
been derived. With this adopBon, we have removed thousands of lines of code previously used
to provide funcBonality that now exists in the standard library, speciﬁcally from the Pthread
library, for synchronizaBon primiBves, atomics and other concurrency oﬀerings. This has also
allowed for the development of novel lock-free data structures to handle MPI communicaBon
records and replace previous task queues. With these changes, we now have a portable
approach to mulB-threading within Uintah without having to maintain complex and error-prone
code.
In our producBon case, the radiaBon calculaBon is performed roughly every 20 Bmesteps. With
the automated MPI message generaBon Uintah provides, our previous strategy to avoid the
heavy communicaBon incurred by the global halo requirement in the RMCRT algorithm, has

been to simply recompile the task-graph on radiaBon Bmesteps. This is not a tenable soluBon in
terms of the cost of recompilaBon. Proﬁling our code revealed that Uintah’s task-graph
compilaBon algorithm was performing an extra O(N2) search for patches on the ﬁne, CFD mesh
when construcBng lists of neighboring patches for local halo exchange. The cost of this
operaBon grew despite the number of patches per node remaining constant, resulBng in
untenable task-graph compilaBon Bmes at large scale with high patch counts
For each compute node, Uintah generates a local task graph for tasks residing on patches
owned by that node, and the resulBng data dependencies for automated MPI message
generaBon. The Uintah load balancer then creates a “processor neighborhood” for halo
exchange. Previously a naive approach was used, so that the task with the maximum amount of
halo layers designated the halo length for the neighborhood. For the target producBon
problem, this naive approach was no longer viable for three reasons, 1) a large halo number due
to the global nature of radiaBon calculaBons, 2) non-uniform halo requirements across AMR
mesh levels, and 3) applying this large halo number to almost 1000 tasks per Bmestep. An
approach was implemented which looks at halo lengths on a per variable and per mesh-level
basis. Our soluBon has been to split tasks into two halo neighborhoods (one for local halo
exchange and another for the potenBally global halo requirement). This has resulted in
reducing task-graph compile Bmes from 4.5 hours to roughly 20 minutes at 128K cores for a 2level mesh problem. Work is currently underway to reduce this compile Bme down to about 2-3
minutes.
Uintah threaded scheduler works by having all CPU threads ﬁrst checking which task is available
to process, and then performing work for that task. Part of the infrastructure duBes involve MPI
halo sends and receives. To ensure no two CPU threads performed the same send or receive,
these were managed in a mutex-protected priority queue. When we moved to larger problems
with hundreds of tasks and hundreds of thousands of cores, these locks began to noBceably
eﬀect performance. A novel lock free pool was developed and implemented to eliminate
contenBon related to acquiring this mutex. As the name suggests, it now allows all CPU threads
to concurrently processes MPI sends and receives in a fully lock and contenBon free manner.
IniBally the target producBon problem was not able to ﬁt into the available memory per node
on Titan. As part of wider memory reducBon eﬀorts, we discovered that the MPI packed buﬀers
had a quick memory buildup and slow release, resulBng in substanBal memory overhead. We
subsequently modiﬁed the infrastructure to avoid packed buﬀers and instead treated mulBple
items in a message as simply oﬀsets of an array. This resulted in a signiﬁcant reducBon in
memory usage.
The RMCRT algorithm funcBons by randomly selecBng rays to process. The LaBn Hyper Cube
sampling algorithm allows for fewer rays to be selected for the same accuracy. Previously this
was implemented on the CPU, but not fully on the GPU. The greatest challenge here was not
duplicaBng logic for GPU code, but rather having Uintah providing proper random number
seeding, so that each GPU thread can have its own unique seed. A soluBon was adopted so that
potenBally millions of unique seeds can be generated for potenBally millions of GPU threads.
The infrastructure performs most of the work, avoiding burdening task developers with this
responsibility. Moving forward Kokkos will be an ideal soluBon, as it both allows for a single
portable codebase and also a single random number generaBon engine, instead of maintaining
separate GPU and CPU implementaBons.

In summary, these and other infrastructure improvements have yielded the improvements
shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1:

Summary of infrastructure improvements and op8miza8ons

VisualizaBon and I/O
During the past year, we focused on more Bghtly integraBng Uintah for in-situ visualizaBon and
analysis. This integraBon allows for beker coupling of Uintah to VisIt so that more of Uintah is
exposed to the user at runBme. An example of this integraBon work was to rewrite the Uintah
simulaBon controller so that Uintah and VisIt can work more cohesively with iniBal and re-start
data thus allowing for exploraBon of the iniBal or re-start condiBons before advancing to the
ﬁrst Bme-step. The re-wriung of the simulaBon controller also lead to improvements to run
Bme performance measures which are especially important as new components such as the
PIDX I/O are incorporated. All of this integraBon has cumulated into an in-situ simulaBon
dashboard.
The in-situ simulaBon dashboard focuses on three areas; visual debugging, run-Bme
performance and simulaBon monitoring. ApplicaBon scienBsts are using the in-situ tools to ﬁne
tune parameters on smaller test cases before running larger cases on DOE machines. Being able
to obtain real-Bme feedback to parameters changes is helping accelerate the science. At the
same Bme, the in-situ tools are being used to explore new runBme performance measures that
are patch rather than rank base (there can be one or more patches per rank), which may help in
beker load balancing and task management. As threading becomes more prevalent, we will
look at node based runBme performance measures as well.
We conBnued to support of VisIt on various plaworms while providing support to large runs,
such as those that were part of the INCITE awards. INCITE had unique data requirements in
terms of structure and size. The work was presented at the SIAM CSE17 Workﬂow Minisymposium. Also, we conBnued working on a method for compression on the GPU with ZFP.
The CUDA encoder and decoder is up to order of magnitude faster than the CPU version. We
have tested this against several CCMSC datasets and a paper is currently being revised for
submission.

We have been conBnuously working on improving Volume Rendering in VisIt. Part of this eﬀort
was geared towards speeding up parallel volume rendering on distributed memory machines.
The current volume rendering in VisIt (Ray casBng: composiBng) uses a sort-middle approach to
parallel rendering. We have completed working on providing a sort-last parallel rendering
soluBon, Ray casBng: SLIVR, which should oﬀer the same quality as Ray casBng: composBng Trilinear (that we added to VisIt some years back) since both use trilinear interpolaBon for
sampling, but should be faster. Some iniBal code for Ray casBng: SLIVR had been commiked to
VisIt and recently a bug, which caused gaps to be visible, has been ﬁxed and commiked to the
VisIt repository. It is available in the current release.
We completed work on Bghtly integraBng the output of Ray casBng: SLIVR with the VisIt
interface. While iniBally the rendered output of Ray casBng, SLIVR would overwrite the
bounding box and other plot integraBons. Now they can live together as shown in the ﬁgure
below. The eﬀort also involves some major refactoring of our code and developing a faster
composiBng algorithm. This has been commiked to the VisIt trunk and is available in the
current release. We have iniBated invesBgaBon of integraBng the Intel OSPRay renderer into
VisIt for use on KNL HPC plaworms.
Heterogeneous CompuBng, Performance & Scalability of CFD in the DSL
In addiBon to improving the robustness and range of applicability of the low-Mach algorithm
used in Wasatch, the Domain Speciﬁc Language (DSL) prototype, we have performed scaling
studies on the low-Mach and compressible algorithms used within Wasatch on Mira and Titan.
On Mira, the low Mach algorithm shows good weak scaling up to 524,188 cores, with scalability
limited by the linear solver at smaller patch sizes. For the compressible algorithm on Mira, good
weak scaling was observed using patch sizes as small as 64x64x128 for core counts up to
524,188. Poor scaling at smaller patch sizes was due to an MPI reducBon of the Bme-step. The
scalability will improve as the reacBon modeling is implemented since this will signiﬁcantly
increase arithmeBc intensity.
We have demonstrated performance and scalability of full CFD on GPUs, scaling up to 18,000
GPUs on Titan. These calculaBons, running a compressible CFD algorithm, are run completely
on GPU. We have also shown that running a basic low-mach algorithm with only the pressure
poisson solve on the CPU and everything else on the GPU does not provide a speedup due to
data transfer latencies. However, this may be less problemaBc once full reacBng ﬂow
calculaBons are incorporated since that increases arithmeBc intensity. The scaling studies on
Titan using CPUs and GPUs to compare the low-Mach and compressible algorithms idenBﬁed
criBcal gaps in the Uintah infrastructure that exist for GPU execuBon of tasks typical in CFD
algorithms.
We also characterized the impact that a CPU-based linear solver has on
performance for low-mach algorithms that are otherwise fully deployed on GPU. This is
moBvaBng exploraBon of alternaBve algorithms (point-implicit) that do not rely on global linear
solves and are, therefore, more amenable to GPU implementaBon. We have also added arBﬁcial
compressibility capabiliBes to Wasatch to increase the stable Bme-step for the compressible
algorithm.
We have demonstrated parBcle-cell interpolants that provide signiﬁcant speedups on GPU, and
these are supported within Wasatch. AddiBonally, we have performed extensive tesBng and
performance proﬁling of Kokkos integraBon in Nebo, showing performance boklenecks and

gains in various use cases relaBve to naBve Nebo implementaBons on both GPU and mulBcore
systems. We have implemented GPU support for TabProps (tabulaBon of gas phase properBes
and chemistry calculaBons) and RadProps (tabulaBon of radiaBon properBes for grey gas
mixtures), libraries for are now available, providing very signiﬁcant speedups (10x-80x) over the
CPU counterparts.

Physics: LES, Mul-phase Flow, Par-cle Combus-on, Radia-on
Large Eddy SimulaBon IntegraBon
ComputaBonal eﬃciency for the producBon, CPU-only producBon Arches code was increased
signiﬁcantly over the past year. Much of the eﬃciency gains were obtained by idenBfying
algorithmic boklenecks and abstracBons that did not scale to the large numbers of cores
required for the INCITE producBon cases (~256K cores). This work resulted in a 63% eﬃciency
gain over the previous code at large scale. This work was crucial in enabling the predicBon
calculaBons of the 8-corner unit.
The longer term development path for Arches, as decided on the outset of Year 3, is the
incorporaBon of Kokkos coding constructs, abstracted as Uintah::parallel_for funcBon calls, to
provide hardware portability and execuBon performance. In Year 3, the adopBon of Kokkos into
Arches conBnued, with the year ending with a demonstraBon of a single phase ﬂuid solve with
spaBal and temporal stencil operaBons constructed within the Uintah::parallel_for construct
with a boundary condiBon implementaBon. The pressure linear system (i.e., pressure
projecBon) was also constructed within the Uintah::parallel_for, but the soluBon procedure was
transferred to the HYPRE library to obtain the soluBon to the global solve. The demonstraBon
represented core CFD elements to enable a full physics soluBon that fully incorporates a Kokkos
back-end. Code veriﬁcaBon of these core components is ongoing and projected to ﬁnish within
the ﬁrst part of Year 4. AddiBonally, all the coal physics were wrapped with the
Uintah::parallel_for and used for all producBon runs. Finally, a strategy for performing tabulated
property look-up during runBme was developed using Kokkos objects.
Besides the adopBon of the Kokkos back-end, Arches adopted a lightweight abstracBon layer to
sit between the physics components and the UCF. This abstracBon layer was implemented in
Year 1. IniBally, the moBvaBon of the Arches Task abstracBon was to reduce UCF boilerplate for
physics developers and aid in the addiBon of new physics within Arches LES algorithm. The
interface evolved over Year 3, increasing its robustness and including the ability to combine
once separate Uintah tasks into a super-task-set, all the while maintaining a ﬁne granularity on
the physics and their implementaBon for developers. This allows for two advantages moving
forward; 1) Lightweight tasks can combine with heavier task to enable beker hardware
uBlizaBon and 2) The work combining for common sets of physics will allow for implicit solves.
The later will allow for Bghter physical coupling in the case of the coal combusBon modeling
(devolaBlizaBon, char-oxidaBon, etc) while the former will oﬀer beker use of computaBonal
resources.
The LES integraBon team also contributed to the physics ﬁdelity of the program including the
incorporaBon of new turbulence closure models (Sigma Model, NLES) as alternaBves to the
stock dynamic Smagorinsky closure model. A method for measuring the “LES quality

index” (LESQI) for producBon runs was implemented, which includes an esBmaBon of the
percent-resolved-turbulent-energy locally. This LESQI provides a more quanBtaBve number for
determining if the mesh resoluBon is suﬃciently ﬁne. SoluBon veriﬁcaBon methods were also
explored for the full-physics producBon cases to idenBfy errors resulBng from numerical
uncertainty. RecommendaBons have been made, but due to the computaBonal cost of the
methods arising for grid-resoluBon/Richardson extrapolaBon techniques, the soluBon
veriﬁcaBon techniques are sBll being invesBgated. Finally, an analysis was performed to test the
hypothesis that subgrid turbulence/parBcle interacBons may be neglected in the coal problem
with a suﬃciently ﬁne mesh and a suﬃciently high Stokes number parBcles. The iniBal analysis
performed seems to support the hypothesis but later analysis, which included more physical
eﬀects, raised some doubt. This work is conBnuing into Year 4.
Coal / Ash DeposiBon
It was shown at the end of our year 2 in top-down sensiBvity analysis that ash deposiBon on the
walls of the boiler has signiﬁcant inﬂuence on and coupling from the combusBon process. Being
a boiler, it should be no surprise that the primary concern is the heat transfer eﬀects — and
since radiaBon dominates, modeling is focused on the surface temperature and emissivity.
DeterminaBon of these values is itself a mulBphysics problem requiring the deposiBon rate, a
quasi-steady mulBlayered one-dimensional wall heat-transfer model, a sintering model, and an
emissivity model. While the one-dimensional wall heat-transfer model had been developed and
reﬁned in previous years, signiﬁcant progress has been made this year in the creaBon of a
deposiBon model, a model for ash thermal conducBvity (used in the one-dimensional heattransfer model), a sintering model, and an ash-emissivity model (based on sintering).
The deposiBon rate depends on the wall temperature & viscosity as well as the ﬂux of parBcles
to the wall along with their properBes. The Arches deposiBon model combines the wellestablished approaches of Brink et al.1 & Walsh et al. 2 by using a sBcking probability with the
thermodynamic properBes of the ash. One interesBng requirement is that the viscosity of the
incoming parBcles has been shown in the literature to be beker modeled using the maximum
temperature, historically experienced by the parBcle rather than its current temperature. As
such, a new parBcle property was added to the code for transporBng maximum parBcle
temperature.
The model for the deposit thermal conducBvity is not enBrely novel since there are suﬃciently
accurate models in the literature for our speciﬁc situaBon.The approach starts with a solid
thermal conducBvity (which can be measured directly) and an iniBal porosity. For long sintering
Bmes (which the bulk of the wall experiences), the porosity is eﬀecBvely a step funcBon in
temperature — dropping to zero porosity at a speciﬁed value.
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The surface sintering model is novel, but follows the
recommendaBon in the literature by TF Wall3 (a wellestablished ash deposit expert in pulverized coal). AddiBonally,
certain aspects of the model rely on approaches proven in
ceramics literature. The core of the approach has, in this last
year, relied on the Frenkel sintering model.4

Figure 1: Schema8c of
deposi8on and sintering
process.

However, alternaBve sintering models such as Pokluda et al.5
have been considered. The core sintering model relies, in turn,
on models for the surface tension, ash viscosity and sintering
Bmescale. The surface tension is provided from the ceramics
literature. The current choice for the viscosity is the modiﬁed
Urbain6 model. And since a simple radiaBon calculaBon shows
that only the top layer of parBcles inﬂuence the value of
emissivity, the sintering Bmescale is modeled as the deposiBon
parBcle diameter divided by the deposiBon rate.

The emissivity model, in concepBon, is based on Mie theory. In
pracBce only two limiBng cases are needed: the Fresnel
relaBon, and the Bohren7 two-stream model. Mie theory, however, is sensiBve to the opBcal
constants which are parBcularly tricky for complex coal ashes. Signiﬁcant work on ash opBcal
properBes has been reported by Ebert & Goodwin8, and the results of these studies are used
directly in the Arches emissivity model.
Combining these models and comparing to data from Boow & Goard9, the Arches models for
sintering & emissivity behave as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Comparison of simula8on results (solid lines) and measurements (symbols).

While these results are quite promising, the experimental data did not include a sintering
Bmescale. We are conBnuing to scour the literature for beker validaBon data to quanBﬁably
reduce our uncertainty.
Coal DevolaBlizaBon
The analysis of the performance of simple, coal devolaBlizaBon models at diﬀerent heaBng rates
vs. the CPD model predicBons was completed and published. The ﬁung procedure can be used
to determine devolaBlizaBon rates for any coal, and can also be used to generate a simple
model for tar release rates. Since the CPD model describes pressure eﬀects, this procedure
could also be used to generate coeﬃcients at pressure. In addiBon, lab experiments were
performed in the BYU ﬂat-ﬂame burner on Sufco coal devolaBlizaBon to help in the VUQ
analysis for that coal.
One of the current assumpBons in the ARCHES simulaBon is that any gas generated from the
coal has the same composiBon, so that one coal gas mixture fracBon can be used. It is well
known that the volaBles are enriched in hydrogen and the char is enriched in carbon. We have
been gathering data from the literature on elemental composiBons of char and tar. These data
will be used to develop a correlaBon that will describe these elemental composiBons as a
funcBon of coal type and pyrolysis condiBons. The data ﬁung for this correlaBon will use VUQ,
possibly in conjuncBon with Dr. Habib at Sandia Livermore as an internship for Andrew Richards.

Coal Char OxidaBon and GasiﬁcaBon
The previous sensiBvity analysis on the advanced char combusBon model (CCK/oxy) showed
that annealing was the most sensiBve rate besides the surface oxidaBon and gasiﬁcaBon
kineBcs. The annealing model used in the best previous char oxidaBon model was based on just
a few data sets that were available in the 1980’s. An extensive literature review was conducted,
and many more data sets on annealing behavior were found. Troy Holland used the Bayseian
VUQ codes at Los Alamos NaBonal Lab to develop an improved char annealing rate model, and
incorporated this model into the CCK/oxy code. The CCK/oxy code was combined with the CPD
model (Fletcher et al., 1992) and a new swelling model (Shurtz et al., 2011). The resulBng
combined parBcle reacBon model was used to explain the char oxidaBon data of Shaddix under
oxy-fuel condiBons (Shaddix and Molina, 2009; Geier et al., 2012). ParBcle diameter was found
to be criBcal to explaining these data, along with the kineBcs and the annealing process. Figure
3 shows the comparison of the observed and predicted parBcle temperatures for four coals.

(a) Black Thunder coal

(b) North Antelope coal

(c) Pittsburgh 8 coal

(d) Utah Skyline coal

Figure 3.
Comparison of CCK/oxy model calcula8ons with coal data from Shaddix and
coworkers (Shaddix and Molina, 2009; Geier et al., 2012) using the measured par8cle diameters.

AdopBng a mulBscale modeling approach, we have employed the one-dimensional turbulence
model to idenBfy model pairings that provide accurate descripBons of ﬂame standoﬀ following
devolaBlizaBon as well as char oxidaBon/gasiﬁcaBon. An assessment assessment of the
predicBve capability of the high-ﬁdelity Chemical PercolaBon DevolaBlizaBon (CPD) and a simple
two-step (TS) devolaBlizaBon models and the high-ﬁdelity Char Conversion KineBcs (CCK) and a
simpler nth-order Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) char chemistry models was conducted. SensiBvity
to furnace temperature and iniBal parBcle diameter was invesBgated in the study. Results
indicated that the predicBons for parBcle temperature and parBcle mass evoluBon are strongly
dependent on the iniBal parBcle diameter for both CCK and LH but are weakly dependent on
the iniBal furnace temperature for both CCK and LH. The choice of devolaBlizaBon model has a
strong impact on parBcle mass histories but only somewhat impacts accuracy of parBcle
temperature calculaBons. The chosen devolaBlizaBon model has a noBceable eﬀect on the CO
chemistry in the gas phase, even aner the devolaBlizaBon process has ended. Furthermore, a
signiﬁcant overlap in char oxidaBon and devolaBlizaBon is predicted by all char and
devolaBlizaBon model combinaBons considered. In general, CCK yields more accurate
predicBons of the parBcle mass than LH, although CCK fails to accurately predict DAF parBcle
mass at elevated oxygen concentraBons for low-carbon coals. This is most likely because
correlaBons for kineBc parameters relied upon by CCK are based on data that are sparse for lowcarbon coals. Neither CCK nor LH perform well at predicBng parBcle temperature through char
oxidaBon. We have also implemented the spherical harmonics, discrete ordinates and reverse
Monte-Carlo ray tracing radiaBon algorithms within Wasatch.
Soot in Coal Flames
The soot formaBon and oxidaBon model of Brown and Fletcher (1998) was previously
implemented into the Arches code. A new soot gasiﬁcaBon model was derived with parameters
tuned to data gathered from six diﬀerent published experiments in the literature. The new soot
gasiﬁcaBon model includes gasiﬁcaBon by both CO2 and H2O, which is important in oxy-coal
combusBon. ConservaBon equaBons for soot and tar were coded into the pressure solvers used
by the input ﬁles in the Arches sonware. Parameters for both oxidaBon and gasiﬁcaBon models
were tuned using Bayesian methods, allowing for beker quanBﬁcaBon of uncertainty.
Probability density funcBons were derived for each model parameter. Use of the soot
gasiﬁcaBon model eliminates the small amounts of soot predicted by the base soot model, but
not experimentally-observed, in fuel-lean regions in oxy-coal simulaBons of lab-scale furnaces.
The soot model of formaBon from coal tar, agglomeraBon, oxidaBon, and gasiﬁcaBon was
coupled with the radiaBon model implemented in the Arches code.
A more detailed soot model has been derived which includes: soot nucleaBon from tar and light
gases, surface growth of soot parBcles using the HACA (hydrogen abstracBon carbon addiBon)
mechanism, and soot consumpBon. The new detailed model uses MoMIC for soot predicBons
and a secBonal method for soot precursor (tar and PAH) predicBons. The model was
implemented in Python for further validaBon tesBng and development. We have been analyzing
exisBng BYU soot measurements from coal pyrolysis experiments, including six coal types of
diﬀerent ranks at three temperature proﬁles using a ﬂat ﬂame burner. We have now reproduced
the original curve ﬁts with the previously-published empirical model. This data set is being used
for validaBon of the new physics-based coal model.

We developed and implemented in Arches a new method for accurately treaBng sBﬀ chemistry
within the explicit soluBon advancement approach. This method uses analyBc soluBons to
determine rates for use in the explicit solver. These rates allow exact soluBon for any step size.
This was implemented for the soot formaBon rate from tar, which was limiBng. We also
demonstrated the method for the full nonlinear coupled soot reacBon system. This was done
using analyBc soluBon of the linearized equaBons. In that case, the sBﬀness and stepsize
constraints were signiﬁcantly reduced, though not eliminated, while remaining much more
accurate than the explicit counterpart.
RadiaBon
ComputaBon of the gas phase radiaBon properBes in Arches was reviewed. A hybrid approach
of WSGG and Hokel-Saroﬁm charts was the primary method in use. An improved approach
using the HITEMP spectral database was formulated. Tools for the computaBon of mean or
eﬀecBve absorpBon coeﬃcients has been developed.
To improve the performance of the radiaBon linear-solve for the INCITE runs, new radiaBon
solver opBons were added for use with discrete-ordinates. This included using a more eﬃcient
use of the Hypre library and the shedding of some legacy Fortran code.
RMCRT validaBon runs have been conducted, and show good agreement with experimental
data for the radiaBve heat ﬂuxes to the wall and gas temperatures. The Legendre-Chebyshev
spherical quadrature set has been added for use in discrete ordinates and shows a ~40%
increase in accuracy relaBve to the level-symmetric quadrature set. ReformulaBng the discrete
ordinates equaBon in a second derivaBve form was invesBgated but showed similar
performance and accuracy to our current discrete ordinates method.
The discrete-ordinate branch sweeping branch has been developed further and merged into the
Uintah trunk. The method has shown excellent performance exhibiBng 100x to 3x faster
performance than the linear solver counterpart, depending on opBcal thickness of the system,
the eﬀecBveness of the iniBal guess for the linear solver, and scale of the problem. Detailed
scaling data has not been generated at this point.
During year-3, a primary goal was to uBlize the Reverse Monte Carlo Ray Tracing (RMCRT) model
in a producBon size simulaBon. This required a signiﬁcant amount of development, especially
with regards to the GPU infrastructure. We have spent years developing RMCRT for the CPU
and GPU, tesBng the framework and algorithm with simplisBc scenarios that only ran for a few
Bme-steps. Once we started running realisBc producBon calculaBons, with a large number of
Bme integraBon steps, we quickly encountered memory leaks/fragmentaBon issues in addiBon
to excessive and expensive communicaBon on non-radiaBon calculaBon Bme-steps. The RMCRT
model requires all-to-all communicaBon of the radiaBve properBes, which is the single biggest
drawback of the algorithm. These problems were addressed, but it took a major eﬀort by the
compuBng team for a large fracBon of the year.
Using the INCITE award on Titan (71M SUs), we performed a suite of veriﬁcaBon tests for both
the CPU and GPU versions of RMCRT on 8k, 16k, 32k, and 128K cores. For all tests a slightly
modiﬁed version of the 8-corner predicBon case was used. The quanBBes of interest
(divergence of heat ﬂux and wall heat ﬂux) were compared against simulaBons that used the
Discrete Ordinates radiaBon model. The qualitaBve agreement of the QOIs was very good,

giving us conﬁdence in the methodology. QuanBtaBve analysis of the QOIs for the diﬀerent test
condiBons considered is currently underway.
As a way to lower the costs of RMCRT, we invesBgated the impact of varying the number of rays
per cell (rpc) and the distance a ray would travel before moving to a coarser grid on a diﬀerent
level (halo distance). We ran a simulaBon with a high number of rpc and long halo distance and
compared the QOIs against the same simulaBon with a low number of rpc and shorter halo
distance. We used the 8-corner predicBon case for these tests. The preliminary analysis showed
a signiﬁcant reducBon in the computaBon Bme without a dramaBc loss in accuracy in the QOI's.
Overall, the results from the INCITE runs have demonstrated that RMCRT is a viable and
compeBBve radiaBon model.

Valida-on, Veriﬁca-on and Uncertainty Quan-ﬁca-on
Physics – VUQ integraBon
Based on year-2 V/UQ analysis, we found an increased importance in thermal boundary
condiBons. The top-down V/UQ analysis of the 8-corner echoed that analysis is showing high
sensiBvity to thermal resistance and emissivity on the walls. Given what was learned, much of
the work this year consisted in improving the thermal boundary condiBons. This included the
incorporaBon of an ash deposiBon model, an ash thermal conducBvity model and the creaBon
of an ash emissivity model. IniBal simulaBons of the 8-corner unit demonstrated numerical
dispersion issues related to the momentum discreBzaBon. We implemented a hybrid
discreBzaBon scheme which dissipates un-physical Reynold’s numbers. In addiBon, the charoxidaBon model was updated, devolaBlizaBon swelling and parBcle shrinkage were added, and
a new soot formaBon model was added.
In response to applicable year-3 TST review comments, we submit that the new soot models
(i.e. adding more physics) appear to have increased predicBvity signiﬁcantly by (1) adding
porosity to the char model Bghtened bounds and (2) consistency across the board that was not
present in prior models. Although the soot model can have a signiﬁcant impact on smaller
systems, it is possible that the soot model didn’t play a signiﬁcant impact in predicBng QOI’s for
the BSF or the 8-corner simulaBons. We hope to beker characterize in upcoming years.
Char Oxidaton V/UQ
Over this past year there has been an emphasis on the V/UQ eﬀort for char oxidaBon. The
model form and model parameters were being evaluated against the Sandia solid-fuel charoxidaBon database for a coal of interest to our center. The model form used in past years was
updated to decrease model form uncertainty as determined by the consistency analysis with
the Sandia data. This model form exploraBon and development was performed in conjuncBon
with several members of the Physics team based on the appropriate theory and assumpBons,
but sBll recieved mixed results from the consistency analysis. Upon detailed invesBgaBon, there
were two causes. The ﬁrst issue was a ﬁung error in the quadraBc surrogate model, which has
been miBgated but progress on a complete soluBon is ongoing. The second issue was conﬂicBng
values for the experimental error. The conﬂict results from the reported experimental error
from the experimentalists themselves versus the spread in the data as observed in the

signiﬁcant number of replicates performed. The experimentalist, depending on the source, were
reporBng temperature errors in the range of ±5-50 K. However, the experimental design
sampled ~100 replicates for each measurement, and the variability in these samples give a
range of ±100-300 K (depending on the condiBons measured). The disBncBon between an error
in the neighborhood of ±20 K versus one in the range of ±200 K is considerable. The model from
is not consistent with the dataset within the former error, but is consistent within the laker. On
the other hand, the laker errors are large enough that, if correct, we must re-evaluate whether
the dataset is informaBve enough for our applicaBon. In light of this concern, in the last quarter
the year, there was a shin to evaluaBon of the instrument error — for the Sandia data set as
well as local experiments in the L-1500.
Bound-to-Bound Data CollaboraBon: B2BDC package (version 0.86)
During the past year, many new features were added to the B2BDC package. Recent addiBons
include:
• vector consistency measure with various weighBng schemes.
• implemented linear constraints to beker characterize prior informaBon. Previously,
only box constraints were allowed.
• mulBple parameter opBmizaBon methods were included:
1. "1N-F" - minimizaBon of 1-norm distance between a point in the feasible set
and its nominal value.
2. "LS-F" - minimizaBon of least-square diﬀerence between simulaBon and
experimental measurement over the feasible set.
3. "LS-H" - minimizaBon of least-square diﬀerence between simulaBon and
experimental measurement over prior parameter uncertainty.
• a free opBmizaBon package, OPTI toolbox, was included to solve nonlinear
opBmizaBon problems and served as an addiBonal opBon to MATLAB's default
opBmizaBon toolbox. CalculaBon Bmes were also improved by restructuring the code.
• polynomial models were included in B2BDC as another opBon for surrogate models (in
addiBon to quadraBc and raBonal quadraBc models). This added ﬂexibility allows us to
ﬁt more diverse collecBons of data and enlarges the applicaBon space for B2BDC.
FuncBons to generate sparse polynomial surrogate model following the HighDimensional Model RepresentaBon methodology were also included in the B2BDC
package. The corresponding B2BDC features such as consistency measure and model
predicBon were expanded to be compaBble with polynomial surrogate models. The
underlying opBmizaBon problem is relaxed via Sum-of-Square technique and solved
with the MATLAB toolbox SparsePOP.
• funcBons for uniform sampling of the feasible set were included in the B2BDC package.

Vector Consistency
The vector consistency measure (VCM), a recent addiBon to the Bound-to-Bound Data
CollaboraBon (B2BDC) framework, aimed at resolving disagreement between models and
experimental observaBons, has been applied to an updated DLR-SynG dataset. This dataset
consisted of 159 quanBBes of interest (QOIs) in 55 uncertain parameters and the tool idenBﬁed
approximately 40 QOIs as contribuBng to inconsistency (Slavinskaya et. al., 2016). A paper
introducing and detailing the applicaBon of the VCM to two combusBon datasets, GRI-Mech 3.0
and DLR-SynG, was submiked to SIAM/ASA Journal on Uncertainty QuanBﬁcaBon in January of
this year (Hegde et. al., 2017). The VCM approach is shown to be advantageous over B2BDC's
sensiBvity-based usage of the scalar consistency measure when addressing inconsistency. This is
parBcularly true when dealing with massively inconsistent datasets, i.e. datasets with numerous
contributors to the inconsistency. In addiBon, we have established a new B2BDC workﬂow for
model validaBon uBlizing vector consistency. This workﬂow currently forms the foundaBon for
how we are validaBng char oxidaBon models and model form uncertainty.
Sampling
GeneraBng uniformly distributed samples from a feasible set has been explored to provide
addiBonal staBsBcal informaBon, e.g. 1-dimensional marginal histograms and 2-dimensional
correlaBons among parameters, to the B2BDC framework. The proposed strategies are
fundamentally based on rejecBon sampling within a polytope. In fact, provably uniform samples
are achieved when the polytope contains the feasible set.
To improve the pracBcality in higher dimensional cases, an approximaBon strategy and
dimension reducBon via principal component analysis (PCA) were invesBgated. This
approximaBon strategy tries to construct a polytope that contains the majority of the feasible
set's volume. QuanBtaBve analysis was conducted analyzing the eﬀect of approximaBon on
sampling eﬃciency and sample quality. MATLAB codes were developed and tested against both
toy examples, with relaBvely low dimensionality, and more realisBc, higher dimensional
examples (e.g. GRI-Mech). The performance from the numerical results showed several
promising features in higher-dimensional applicaBons. A paper about this topic is currently in
preparaBon.
CCMSC Coal Database
The CCMSC Coal Database ApplicaBon, which acts as a stand-alone, MATLAB-based front-end
(hkps://github.com/oreluk/coalDB), was released June of 2016. This applicaBon enables ease of
access to the crowd-sourced coal data which is also available through the primekineBcs.org
website. This front-end applicaBon is used to ﬁlter, analyze, and select experimental data to be
included as validaBon data for the char oxidaBon model.
Instrument Modeling
The UC Berkeley group visited the team at the University of Utah to kick-start collaboraBon on
instrument models, physical models, and model form uncertainty. The B2BDC tools are being
employed to validate mulBple combinaBons of instrument and char oxidaBon physics models
(reﬂecBng the model form uncertainty). Speciﬁcally, we are using B2BDC's consistency analysis

techniques to validate datasets constructed from speciﬁed physics and instrument models,
constrained by experimental measurements from the CCMSC Coal Database.
The end-goal is to develop a physical model and an instrument model which is in complete
agreement with validaBon data. Currently, the validaBon data is from Utah Skyline coal
experiments conducted at Sandia's opBcal entrained ﬂow reactor facility (data accessed through
CCMSC Coal Database) [1]. This data includes 72 iniBal condiBons at various mixture
composiBons, parBcle sizes and an iniBal mass fracBon of ﬁxed carbon. An iniBal applicaBon of
B2BDC to the ﬁrst instrument-physical model combinaBon revealed massive inconsistency,
suggesBng that the models under-predicted the experimental data. New/updated instrument
models and physical models were developed by the University of Utah to improve the modeldata agreement.
SimulaBons of the char oxidaBon model calculate the Bme-evoluBon of a single coal parBcle,
where the parBcle temperature served as the quanBty of interest (QOI). Each simulaBon was
iniBalized with a coal parBcle diameter extracted from experimental data (in this case, we took a
mean value). Incomplete validaBon data led to iniBal issues with the gas temperature proﬁle,
which drives the char oxidaBon simulaBon code. These issues were resolved by explicitly
deﬁning the inlet condiBon of the gas temperature. The resulBng dataset consisted of 399 QOIs.
A scalar consistency analysis of the dataset revealed disagreements between the simulaBon and
experiments. Further analysis showed that this inconsistency was not unique to a parBcular
measurement height, parBcle size, or gas condiBon.
A deeper invesBgaBon revealed that the validaBon data had signiﬁcant variaBon in parBcle
diameter; not all measurements were localized to the mean parBcle diameter. An updated
approach was taken by simulaBng a distribuBon of parBcle sizes to adequately capture the
parBcle size variaBon observed in the validaBon data. Considering an iniBal parBcle size
distribuBon required changing the instrument model to properly emulate the measurement
process seen in the experiment. To be clear, parBcles in the experiment which were too small or
too dim to be seen by the opBcal measurement device should be neglected in our analysis.
These parBcles unseen by experiment must also be unseen by simulaBon. Therefore, an
instrument model for the parBcle light intensity was developed and implemented.
Further iteraBons of the char oxidaBon model were developed and examined in collaboraBon
with the University of Utah. The addiBon of a porosity model to the char oxidaBon physics
model has helped reduced the model-data disagreement signiﬁcantly as quanBﬁed by the
consistency measure of B2BDC. A vector consistency analysis had shown that the model with
porosity could be brought to consistency by relaxing 29 of the 399 QOIs.
SimulaBons were moved from local desktop computers to the Ash cluster at University of Utah's
Center for High Performance CompuBng in order to quickly invesBgate various char oxidaBon
model forms. SensiBvity results informed us that the consistency measure was most
signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the prior bounds on the kineBc parameters. Using this informaBon, the
next model form will use wider prior bounds on the parameters.
L-1500 Experimental Campaign and V/UQ
We modiﬁed the L1500 burner geometry to include star-shaped bluﬀ body which aids in more
uniform distribuBon of parBcles in the primary fuel feed. Using the modiﬁed geometry, we
performed simulaBons of the L1500 burner using condiBons from the 2015 experimental

campaign to provide updated hand-oﬀ boundary condiBons for the full furnace simulaBon using
Arches.
Our V/UQ eﬀort has conBnued to focus on the analysis of and comparison with data that were
collected in the 1.5 MW pulverized coal test facility (L1500) in year-two. As part of our overall
V/UQ analysis, we performed both a sensiBvity analysis and a consistency analysis during this
year. To perform a V/UQ analysis, the QOIs and the system parameters (scenario, model,
numerical) that have a ﬁrst order impact on the QOIs are idenBﬁed. In the L1500 experimental
dataset, the QOIs were heat ﬂux measurements from three narrow angle radiometers, ﬁve wall
temperature measurements, and heat removal by eight sets of cooling tubes. From the I/U map,
we idenBﬁed ﬁve variables as acBve: two parameters related to char oxidaBon (acBvaBon
energy and pre-exponenBal factor for the oxidaBon reacBon), and three related to ash
deposiBon (soot blowing Bme, deposit thermal conducBvity and emissivity). We used a
sensiBvity analysis to reduce the number of dimensions from ﬁve to two for the consistency
analysis. The most sensiBve parameters across the three diﬀerent types of QOIs were ash
deposit thermal conducBvity and emissivity.
For the consistency analysis, we combined these two parameters into a single “effective”
thermal conductivity parameter and added two scenario parameters, a burner swirl
parameter that was applied to the tangential components of the inlet velocity and the coal
feed rate. Without the addition of these parameters, we were unable to Iind consistency
with the experimental data. We ran 34 large eddy simulation (LES) cases exploring the
effect of three parameters on the QOIs. The VUQ methodology we employed required
uncertainty bounds on the experimental data that included both the sampling and
systematic errors. We used an instrument model to estimate the systematic error in a
device measuring the top wall temperatures of the L1500. With this procedure, we
estimated a ±115 K error, which is much greater than the estimated random error of ±2.3 K.
We then performed the consistency analysis and were able to reduce the experimental data
error to ±26 K for the wall thermocouples. The parameter with the largest impact on the
QOIs was the “effective” thermal conductivity, so the ash deposition model needs to be
reIined. The swirl parameter also had a large effect, indicating a need to better understand
the burner design and operation.

Boiler Simulator Facility
The BSF plays a unique, central role as it is believed to be the closest system, in terms of
physical regimes, to the 8-corner unit. Thus, excellent validaBon of the system yields higher
conﬁdence in the predicBons being made. A V/UQ study was performed on the BSF during year3 that was aimed to invesBgate the consistent region between the experimental and the
simulaBons results. The variables selected for the V/UQ study, showed the most sensiBve
behavior to changes in the simulaBon system. The variables were slag temperature, thermal
conducBvity in the refractory, and the acBvaBon energy of the reacBons considered. Twentyone simulaBon cases were run for the study and a narrower consistent region was found as
compared to the V/UQ studies prepared in previous years. Table 2 summarizes the reducBon in
our uncertain space and the uncertainty in the predicted quanBBes.

Uncertain
Parameter

prior range

posterior range

consistent qoi
range

T slag

1350 - 1600 K

1490 - 1533 K

gas temp: ±2%

k (RAM
90)

2.5 - 4.5 W/m/
3.3 - 3.7 W/m/K heat flux: ±6%
K

A charfactor

1.0 - 2.35
Table 2:

1.69 - 1.87 (3-4s) O2: ±5%

Summary of BSF priors and posteriors

GE Power 8-corner Unit SimulaBons
An increased emphasis was placed in the 8-corner simulaBons as requested from the year-2
review. Several issues running ARCHES at large core counts (up to 256,000 cores) were
encountered while running the new case; namely, poor data I/O performance, slow compute
Bme using our DO RadiaBon model, running out of memory, and slow standard Bme-step
compute Bmes. These issues were addressed by the physics and computer science teams
resulBng in a 60% decrease in overall computaBon Bme. We were able to meet with GE/Alstom
to present the results and receive feedback. During the meeBng, we were able to conﬁrm that
the simulaBons met expectaBons as far as temperatures and heat-ﬂux at the various planes in
the boiler, even in the presence of the uncertainty that exists in both scenario and model
parameters within the computaBon.
Using CAD provided by GE Power for the 8-corner unit, we corrected the CAD into a format
read-able by commercial packages. Once imported, we have completed STAR-CCM+ simulaBons
of the secondary over-ﬁred air (SOFA) nozzles for the GE Power 1,000 MW boiler, including
detailed representaBon of all nozzles and nearby upstream ducBng. We have further
implemented a two-way coupling procedure between Arches and STAR-CCM+: we use results
from Arches full-boiler simulaBons as the inlet boundary condiBons for the STAR-CCM+
simulaBons of the enBre SOFA secBon. This, along with the detailed geometric representaBon of
the SOFA nozzles and nearby ducBng, allows STAR-CCM+ to account for the hot gasses passing
from the boiler radiant secBon into the SOFA secBon, modifying the ﬂow pakerns at the exit of
the SOFA nozzles. This modiﬁed procedure provides an improved characterizaBon of the nonuniform velocity and temperature ﬁelds near the nozzles, which, in turn, can be mapped back as
boundary condiBons for the full-boiler simulaBons in Arches. To preserve the detailed geometric
representaBon of the nozzles as well as resolve the mixing in the boiler SOFA secBon, the latest
unsteady LES STAR-CCM+ simulaBons employ on the order 800 million computaBonal cells. The
STAR-CCM+ simulaBons fully leveraged the university computaBonal resources.

Overarching PredicBon Design / Full System IntegraBon
As part of the full-system integraBon hierarchy, the team refocused the 500 MWe (1000 MWt)
ultra-supercriBcal oxy-ﬁred boiler to a 1000 MWt oxy-ﬁred high pressure gasiﬁer to broaden the
applicaBons for the resulBng output species. In addiBon to widening the applicability of the
system, this new gasiﬁer greatly reduces capital costs and system footprint. The system is
designed as a dry feed injecBon with pure oxygen as the oxidizer. The coal remains the same
(Wyoming subbituminous – Black Thunder) and the system is designed with countercurrent
oxidizer-fuel injectors with a majority of the ash material exiBng the bokom of the gasiﬁer.
AddiBonally, pilot-scale pressurized gasiﬁcaBon tests were completed at BYU in the late 1980s
and the operaBng condiBons and data are being collected and analyzed for model veriﬁcaBon.
We also are working on instrument models and data validaBon from the L1500 combusBon test
series completed in 2016.
A sensiBvity analysis was conducted for the predicBon case varying several numerical and
physical parameters. This study showed that the emissivity played the largest role in accurately
determining the heat ﬂux to the wall. This study required 15 million CPU-hours.
A scaling study requiring 10 million CPU-hours was conducted to show how resoluBon aﬀects
the quanBBes of interest. Our ﬁndings showed that resoluBon did not signiﬁcantly impact the
heat ﬂux to the walls. ComputaBonal performance was also monitored in this scaling study
between 32k cores and 128k cores. The increase in computaBonal cost under weak scaling
constraints for various model components is as follows:
Overall scalability between 32K and 128K cores - 35% slower
• Pressure Solve - 110% slower - contribuBon to overall 10%
• Arches (w/o hypre) - 4% slower - contribuBon to overall 3%
• RadiaBon Solve - 15% faster - contribuBon to overall -3%
• Disk I/O - 210% slower - contribuBon to overall 25%
The above ﬁndings showed that the code was 35% slower in a weak scaling study ranging from
32k cores to 128k cores when using the old Uintah data archive format. The primary reason for
this slowdown was because of disk i/o Bmes. Our I/O strategy is being addressed by the PIDX
team.
The Incite award was used to conduct a ~50 million CPU-hour 256,000 core predicBon
simulaBon of the oxy-coal 500 MW boiler was completed using the allocaBon granted by INCITE
on ANL's Mira. This simulaBon pushed the limits of the Uintah-arches algorithm using all physics
models at large scale. To achieve portability, the Arches look-up table was adapted to use
Kokkos views, a crucial step in achieving hardware portability for Arches.
Using high-performance compuBng plaworms, we explored a range of scenarios and designs to
predict and quanBfy heat ﬂux distribuBon inside the design boiler, aiding in material science
research of steam tubes that are able to withstand the high temperatures and pressures of oxyﬁred AUSC systems. We employed the use of lower-ﬁdelity (RANS) models to explore a wide
range of design scenarios, such as overall boiler dimensions, relaBve lengths of radiant and
convecBve secBons, burner placement, hopper and nose dimensions, as well as geometric
features for reducBon of temperatures on the walls. Using steady RANS models to perform

hundreds of simulaBons to map out a large design space we were able to quanBfy the eﬀects of
design parameters on boiler design and performance. By performing a mulB-objecBve trade-oﬀ
study and cross-correlaBon analysis, we are able to narrow down the number of design
parameters with the highest impact on the local temperature and local heat ﬂux distribuBons
inside the design 500 MW oxy-coal AUSC boiler.
The predicBon case underwent various redesigns this year, before adopBng a totally new
approach to maximize eﬃciency and minimize costs. The oxy-ﬁred boiler has been redesigned
as a high pressure oxy-ﬁred dry coal-fed gasiﬁer. This makes the design more akracBve to
industrial collaborators. The highlighted features of this new design are that it is a less
expensive design, a versaBle technology applicable to a wide variety of applicaBons, high
eﬃciency system, and a carbon capture soluBon.
One of the problems with adopBng this new design was accounBng for the pressure increase in
all the physical models used in Arches. Arches has typically ran under atmospheric condiBons, a
wholesale review of the models, and sub-models and the extent of their pressure dependence
was invesBgated. In most cases adding pressure dependence was trivial. Some work remains to
have pressure dependence fully integrated into arches.
The high-pressure design has been simulated using new pressure dependent code. The input
ﬁle for this new design has been constructed and run on 13,000 cores on Quartz, totaling in 260
million cells. This simulaBon took 1.5 million CPU-hours to generate 5 seconds of simulated
Bme.
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